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ABSTRACT
In this short report, we describe some vulnerabilities and expo-
sures in the cloud, discussing some exploits between 2015 to 2018.
We namely discuss two categories of attacks – social engineering
attacks and cryptomiming attacks.
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1 SOCIAL ENGINEERING (SE) ATTACKS
Due to the openness of a cloud computing system, in particular, its
accessibility from multiple points, social engineering (SE) attacks
have become very common [31]. A famous example is the attack on
Ubiquiti Networks, a San Jose based American service provider of
high-performance networks for businesses. In 2015, it was a victim
of a SE attack [17] that resulted in a loss of 39.1 million dollars.
Another famous case is the hack ofWired editor Mat Honan’s Apple
iCloud account in 2012 [16].

In this section, we focus on the goals of SE attacks and the tech-
nical means used to achieve them. To know about the psychological
aspects of SE attacks, the reader may refer to [21]. In Subsection 1.1,
we briefly describe SE attacks and discuss a particular type of attack
typically delivered via SE: ransomware attacks.

1.1 SE Attack Description
SE attacks are attacks that trick people into divulging confidential
information for various malicious goals, such as black-mailing,
which existed even before the emergence of cloud computing (or
even computing itself) [26, 30].

In the computing realm, SE attacks are achieved by baiting users
into downloading an attachment or clicking a link which directs
them to installing malware in their machines [14, 25]. Typically,
these malware links are delivered to the users via fradulent emails
or social media ([21]).

A common class of malware delivered by SE attacks is ran-
somware, programs that encrypt and hold victim’s data for ransom.
In May 2007, the WannaCry ransomware attack had infected thou-
sands of Windows machines [19]. It exploited a vulnerability in
the Windows implementation of the Server Message Block (SMB)
protocol [5]. The SMB protocol helps various nodes on a network
to communicate, i.e. share files, printers, serial ports, and commu-
nications abstractions such as named pipes and mail slots [27]. It
is a client-server request-response protocol where servers make
the resources available to clients, who connect to the servers using
TCP/IP, NetBEUI or IPX/SPX protocols. The exploit allowed Mi-
crosoft’s implementation to be tricked by specially crafted packets
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into executing arbitrary code. In 2017, ransomware attacks have
been widespread, which targeted institutions like United Kingdom’s
National Health Service, San Francisco’s light-rail network, and big
companies such as FedEx [20].

The MIT Press review predicts ransomware to be among the
biggest threats to cloud computing in 2018, given the increasing
sizes of data that users store in the cloud [20].

2 CRYPTOMINING ATTACKS
According to security firm Malwarebytes, malicious cryptomining
(or cryptojacking) has been the top cyber criminal activity detected
since September 2017 [9, 35]. A Symantec report found that crypto-
jacking surged 8,500% in the fourth quarter of 2017 [29].

In itself, cryptomining is a legal activity: generating digitial
currencies (e.g. Bitcoin, Monero, Zcash, Ethereum) in exchange for
performing complex, resource-intensive, blockchain transaction
verifications on a computer [34]. A blockchain is a linked list of
records or blocks, where each block consists of a cryptographic hash
of the previous block, a timestamp, and transaction data [22]. (For
details on how blockchain transaction verification works, see [24].)
Cryptomining has been widely popular recently, primarily driven
by the increasing prices of some crypto currencies. However, the
high profitability also led to a rise of an illegal form of the activity.

In this section, we first briefly explain malicious cryptomining
and its dangers (Subsection 2.1). Then we present the vulnerabil-
ities behind some recent cryptomining attacks that gained much
attention in the cybersecurity community: the attack on Tesla’s
Kubernetes consoles (Subsection 2.2), the Jenkins attack (Subsec-
tion 2.3), and the Oracle WebLogic Server attack (Subsection 2.4),
all of which occurred in 2018.

2.1 Malicious Cryptomining
Malicious cryptomining is the practice of stealing cloud compute
resources to mine cryptocurrency [33]. Symantec reported that
such activities also increasingly target IoT (Internet of Things)
devices [29]. Malwarebytes’s recent report [9] mentions that under
the disguise of a financially motivated attack, such attacks could
be the “perfect alibi for advanced threat actors".

On one hand, unmanaged cryptocurrency miners could seriously
disrupt business or infrastructure-critical processes by overloading
systems causing them to become unresponsive and shut down. On
the other hand, performance of compromised machines can be
controlled by criminals warding of any suspicion from the owners
of the machines.

Talos, a CISCO security group, reported that when installing
mining software, some criminals limit CPU usage and the num-
ber of cores being used to ensure users don’t notice any obvious
performance hit as result of mining software running on their sys-
tems [23]. The report claims victims could indefinitely remain part
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of the adversary botnet, a network of automated scripts or malware-
compromised machines (bots) that run over the Internet [32].

2.2 Tesla Attack [4, 11]
Vulnerability. In 2017, RedLock Cloud Security Intelligence (CSI)

team found hundreds of Kubernetes administration consoles acces-
sible over the internet without any password protection. Kuber-
netes [10] is an open source system for managing containerized
applications across multiple hosts that provide basic mechanisms
for deployment, maintenance, and scaling of applications. Con-
tainerized applications are becoming widely popular, particularly
due to the cost benefits they provide by allowing multiple appli-
cations to be distributed across a single host operating system,
obviating the need to set up virtual machines for each individual
application [18].

We believe the above mentioned vulnerability in Kubernetes
to be the following entry in the MITRE database [7], where it is
described as follows:
“Default access permissions for Persistent Volumes (PVs) created by
the Kubernetes Azure cloud provider in versions 1.6.0 to 1.6.5 are
set to “container" which exposes a URI that can be accessed without
authentication on the public internet. Access to the URI string requires
privileged access to the Kubernetes cluster or authenticated access to
the Azure portal."

In February 2018, one of Tesla’s Kubernetes consoles was compro-
mised by hackers [11]. Access credentials were exposed to Tesla’s
Amazon Web Services (AWS) environment which contained an
Amazon S3 (Amazon Simple Storage Service) bucket that had sen-
sitive data.

Attack Method. The hackers used mining pool software that
configured a malicious script to connect to an “unlisted" or semi-
public endpoint. The true IP address of the mining pool server
was hid behind CloudFlare a free content delivery network (CDN)
service. By registering for free CDN services, the hackers were
able to use new IP addresses on-demand. The hackers deployed a
Stratum bitcoin mining protocol based cryptojacking operation on
Tesla’s AWS server. The issue has since been rectified after it was
reported to Tesla by the RedLock CSI team.

2.3 Jenkins Attack [4]
Vulnerability. Only a few days prior to the news of the Tesla

attack, JenkinsMiner, a hybrid remote access trojan and XMRig
miner reportedly started targeting vulnerable Jenkins servers. Jenk-
ins [1] is a popular open source automation server that provides
hundreds of plugins to support building, deploying and automating
any project. JenkinsMiner exploited an unauthenticated remote
code execution vulnerability [6]. The vulnerability was known at
the time and has already been disclosed and patched in April 2017
by Jenkins. It allowed attackers to transfer a serialized Java “Signe-
dObject" object to the Jenkins CLI (Command Line Interface), that
would be deserialized using a new “ObjectInputStream", bypassing
an existing blacklist-based protection mechanism. Serialization of
an object entails the conversion of its state into a byte stream, from
which we can reconstruct the object (deserialization).

Attack Method. The attack makes use of code injection to deploy
miners in the Jenkins servers. Two requests are sent to a Jenkins
server’s CLI by the attacker. The first sends an initial session request,
and the subsequent second request, matched by the session header
corresponding to that of the first request, sends two serialized
objects. One of these objects contains a Monero, an open source
cryptocurrency [2], miner payload - JenkinsMiner. In addition, the
second request consists of code written in PowerShell (a task-based
command-line shell and scripting language built on Microsoft .NET)
that executes the miner. If the miner is successfully deployed, it
drastically slows down performance and thereby leads to a denial-
of-service attack. For further details on the injected code and the
attack, see [12].

2.4 Oracle WebLogic Server Attack [28]
Vulnerability. In early 2018, FireEye researchers observed threat

actors abusing a known input validation vulnerability [8] in the We-
bLogic Server Security Service (WLS Security) in Oracle WebLogic
Server versions 12.2.1.2.0 and earlier in order to deliver various cryp-
tocurrency miners. Oracle WebLogic Server is an industry-grade
application server for building and deploying enterprise Java EE
applications supporting the Oracle Applications portfolio [15]. The
vulnerability allowed attackers to exploit the server to remotely ex-
ecute arbitrary code. The flaw was exploited to mine using servers
of university and research institutions [3]. Oracle released a patch
to fix it [13].

Attack Method. Attackers use PowerShell to download the cryp-
tocurrency miner directly onto the victim’s system, and execute it
using the “ShellExecute()" method. Alternatively, the PowerShell
script can also be delivered (injected), which in turn downloads
miners from remote servers and can delete scheduled tasks of other
known cryptominers, thereby fighting over other attackers for
resources. More details on these attack methods and two addi-
tional attack methods that exploit this vulunerability are discussed
here [28].

3 CONCLUSION
In this work, we described two kinds of attacks in the cloud, social
engineering attacks and cryptomiming attacks, revisiting some
actual attacks between 2017 to 2018.
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